The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2556
It is impossible to imagine the power of the four hundred masters of the god list in one breath…

the existence that has made the most change in the god list!

Who is not surprised?

One by one, Chen Kong is taboo!

Hide as far as you can!

It’s not just the underdogs!
Even the strong people in the gods list are afraid…

especially those in the top 100 of the gods list, the most feared.

They were afraid that Chen Kong would make trouble for them next…
all of them avoided.

Even Ye Qingtian and his ilk secretly sighed badly.

They naturally know what the Dafa of Absorbing Gong is…

Now he can absorb the gong power of so many people in one breath, basically reaching the highest
state of Dafa of Absorbing Gong.

It is equivalent to the ninth level of the highest realm of King Kong’s non-destructive magic.

Who can stop this?

All major forces are amazed!

The key was never discovered before, and Chen Kong suddenly rose up.

When everyone found out, he had grown to this point.

“I don’t know what Chen Kong is going to do next?” Chen Kong’s sudden birth made the whole world
panic.

His ranking on the God List also came directly to the fourth position!

According to everything he shows now.

The gods of Tiance, Ye Qingtian, and Ye Zhantian are definitely not opponents.

Only the top three of the most mysterious gods might be the enemy…

but because the true situation is unknown.

Therefore, first raise Chen Kong’s ranking to fourth…

As a result, everyone becomes more and more afraid.

This is the official ranking, and the rest of the god list powerhouses know that they are not Chen Kong
opponents.

For fear of being sucked away, all of them closed up.

As far

as they can hide… Because in this long time, they heard Chen Kong destroy one power after another.

He was still sucking…

When Wen Lei and the others knew that the person who challenged that day was Chen Kong, they
almost sat down on the ground…

Wen Lei remembered that her words were very rude…

Oh my god!

It turned out to be the top existence!

I also know that he was anxious to attract people back then!

It just so happened that Zoey Lopez and they all closed up.

Are these guys too lucky?

If I had met him early, I would have died early.

No one will stay!

…The

panic!

Really the whole world is immersed in this panic atmosphere!

Chen Kong was like a big devil, it was terrible.

See who sucks who!

No one can stop it!

However, Tiance and Ye Qingtian have a relaxed look…

Even though they know that they are invincible, there is one person who will not be afraid of Chen
Kong!

They still do their own thing…

don’t take Chen Kong to heart.

But others don’t know.

They place their hopes on something illusory–that is, someone gets the magical power of the King Kong
not bad, and they have practiced to the highest ninth level.

